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Introduction: The Problem (1)
• What is Publishing Studies 

(PS)?
• often criticized the limitations of 

publishing studies directed only to 
practical utility to the book industry, 
or consisting of normative arguments 
as to how publishing should be 
conducted but lacking adequate 
observation and analysis

• “Surveying academic commentary 
about contemporary book publishing 
reveals myriad research trajectories 
without a strong sense of disciplinary 
cohesion” (S. Murray (2006)



Introduction: The Problem (2)
• What is Publishing Studies (PS)?
• How does it relate to larger or adjacent fields 

of study? 
• “work analysing contemporary book publishing 

industry dynamics exists at the periphery of 
academic (sub)disciplines […] or in research 
centres focused upon interdisciplinary topics 
[…].

• “inherited lack of theoretical and 
methodological rigour amidst the vocational 
wing of publishing studies, it might appear 
tenuous to talk about publishing studies as a 
research discipline at all” (S. Murray, 2006)



Introduction: The Problem (3)
• What is Publishing Studies (PS)?
• How does it relate to larger or adjacent 

fields of study? 
• What studies have been taken and to what 

effect? 
"publishing studies in themselves […], constitute nothing 
but... an athletic complex comprising many individual 
facilities for different sports. New records may be made in 
the individual facilities, but not in the complex as a 
whole”
Shigeo Minowa. Introduction to Publishing Studies. Tokyo: 

Japan Scientific Societies Press, 2000.



Problems and approaches used in 
previous research
• Previous research

• BTB1
• 23/5/2014: Methodological approaches to modern 

publishing: current constrains and future prospects [Velagić
& Pehar]

• PTC2
• 8/12/2014: Roots [and outcomes] of publishing studies: a 

bibliometric approach [Velagić & Pehar]
• BTB2 

• 19/6/2015: Towards a better understanding of publishing 
studies based on course syllabi reading lists [Selthofer & 
Pehar]

• PTC3
• 20/11/2015: Publishing studies’ research in 2000s: subject 

trends and research methods (reported in three periodicals)
[Pehar, Peša-Pavlović & Zauder]



General objectives

• General (long-term)
• Domain analysis approach to derive more 

knowledge about publishing studies 
(academic/scholarly discipline and field of practice) 
and its changes over time by constructing a 
resource ontology
• Identify PS epistemological configuration and 

“epistemic communities”



Specific objectives

• Specific (short-term)
• Building a corpus of selected PS literature (seminal 

text/books, key journals …)
• Extraction of words, texts and utterances in PS 

according to semantic and pragmatic criteria 
(terminological and discourse studies)
• Organization of (sociological) patterns of explicit 

recognition between PS documents (bibliometric 
studies)
• Creation of new PS literature guides
• Stimulate and enable further empirical, historical, 

epistemological and critical studies of PS



Approach: Published subject 
literature (publications/documents)

• In search of evidence for 
publishing studies [subject] 
literature …
• Bottom-up (Inductive)

• Identify audience
• Survey documents for 

topics/concepts.
• Build system on the fly – let 

content drive structure and limits 
of system

• Identify gap & redundancies in 
system



Approach: Domain analysis (1)

• Importance of domain analysis (DA) for current state of 
publishing studies
• Hjǿrland (2002), lists 11 approaches to DA.
• he suggests (that the combination of more than one of these 

approaches strengthens the arguments and adds consistency 
to the DA)

• PS domain analysis can benefit from other approaches 
to domain analysis:
• bibliometric studies
• terminological studies and LSP (languages for special 

purposes)
• research on indexing and retrieving specialties
• historical studies
• epistemological and critical studies
• …



Approach: Domain analysis (2)

• R. Smiraglia (2015) states that “[d]omain
analysis is one way of generating new 
knowledge about the interaction of 
communities of scholars with information.”

• For Jens-Erik Mai a domain can also be 
understood as “an area of expertise, a body 
of literature, or a group of people working 
together in an organization” (Mai 2005)



Approach: Ontology for 
publishing studies
• “Why would someone want to develop an 

ontology? Some of the reasons are: share 
common understanding of the structure of 
information, enable reuse of domain 
knowledge, make domain assumptions 
explicit, separate domain knowledge from the 
operational knowledge and analyze domain 
knowledge” 

Ontology Development 101 from W3C



Contemporary possibilities for 
corpus based domain analysis
• bibliometrics/scientometrics

• publication & citation metadata
• study the literature of PS

• digital text & natural language processing
• include the publication texts -> no reason to act exclusively on 

surrogates
• terminology extraction
• study the jargon of PS
• other possibilities: named entity recognition, in-text citation tracking

• complex network analysis
• possibility to study the relationships as present in publications
• study the literary social structure of PS through author networks
• study PS jargon as used by authors through author-term networks
• study the literature "map" of PS through document networks, such as 

(co)citation networks and similarity networks



The publications: as represented by 
bibliographic data
• systematic publication practically defines the field as a field
• bibliometrics/scientometrics: observation of publication 

activity frequently used to operationalize science studies

• bibliographic data is naturally rich in information
• publications, authors, institutions, conferences ...
• consequently, observation of academic fields and activities

• it also naturally contains networks: citation and co-
authorship
• consequently, institution networks, journal networks ...
• possibility of additional similarity or co-occurrence networks

• purpose in this study: provide the data backbone and 
network relations



The people: as represented 
through authorship
• standard bibliometric analyses of authorship 

include:
• author publication activity, e.g. most prominent authors
• number of authors, especially through time
• co-authorship, frequently through social network 

analysis

• purpose in this study: network analysis of co-
authorship data
• a glimpse into literary social  structure of PS 
• usage of terms in different communities

• author -> term relations, accounting for multiple authorship
• consequently, different jargon groups may reveal specialities 

or different traditions



The jargon: as extracted from 
publication texts
• expert vocabulary gives a field its recognisable 

character
• terms identify the main topics and concerns
• a scholarly article may usually be placed at least in the vicinity 

of its field by viewing a list of used expert terms

• terminology extraction: a set of methods to extract the 
terminology specific to a corpus of texts
• offers a set of measures for term recognition and scoring
• frequently done fully automatically to support IR
• we presuppose a semi-automatic approach: computer 

recommends and an expert validates and improves

• purpose in this study: extract and describe the 
terminology as used in the corpus of relevant 
publications



Tying it all together

• the proposed "corpus" thus contains bibliographic, 
textual and (implicit) social elements of described 
data:
• publications with all available metadata
• author network data
• terminology and language data
• citation data
• expert data gained through qualitative review

• a lot of inferred relationships and networks
• a lot of possible reports (authorship and productivity, 

citation, literature oldness, extracted terminology ...)
• problem: how to represent the corpus and added 

information for exploration, analysis and 
interoperability?





Solution part 1: Representation

• results of the proposed methodology form 
complex data, how to represent it?

• an ontology-backed knowledge base
• provide a model for the description of PS through 

data gained through publications, authors, terms 
and related entities
• i.e. define types, relationships and propertiess

• represent the data in a manner that enables 
ontology representation and sharing
• "data on graph" or "networked data"



Types and relations: conceptual overview



Solution part 2: Usage

• How to explore and analyse the knowledge-base?
• let's say our knowledge-base is described via a well 

defined schema and in some standard ontology 
format... now what?

• when existing tools don’t cut it, develop your own
• (but do use available scientific solutions for specific tasks, 

e.g. Stanford CoreNLP server, Igraph)

• OntoPub: a platform that enables us to:
• explore and analyse a knowledge-base
• connect the levels (publications <-> people <-> jargon)
• visualise and report as the user requires
• test and expand the methods



OntoPub showcase
disclaimer: an early prototype



Goals & roadmap

• Methodology & tool development

• Corpus & knowledge base creation
• bibliographic metadata preparation
• text preparation and terminology extraction
• citation metadata parsing and addition
• qualitative review & procedure refinement

• Explorative analysis of the current state of the 
field

• Knowledge base sharing



Future work

• corpus expansion and qualitative review of 
term extraction process
• citation networks
• possibility: in-text citation location

• document/term-set similarity
• named entity extraction
• longitudinal observation
• cross-language
• tool development
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Terms	and	terminology	extraction

• what	is	a	term?
• a	loose	concept	with	no	widely	accepted	definition	
• here	operationalized	as	a	systematic	part	of	publishing	
studies	jargon	as	represented	by	included	publications

• what	are	the	features	of	a	term?
• systematic	usage
• independence	from	context
• noun	phrases

• how	to	recognise	a	term?
• unithood (publishing	industry	vs.	publishing	industry	in	India)
• termhood (publishing	industry	vs.	large	industry)




